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(From left) File photo shows Ronnie Wood, Keith Richards, Mick
Jagger and Darryl Jones of The Rolling Stones perform onstage
at Hard Rock Stadium in Miami Gardens, Florida.  —AFP

Veteran film director Brian De Palma, maker
of “Carrie” and “Scarface”, has no inten-
tion of retiring yet, though he is 78, and is

now working on a horror movie inspired by the
scandal engulfing Hollywood producer Harvey
Weinstein. Some 70 women have accused
Weinstein of sexual misconduct dating back
decades. Once among Hollywood’s most powerful
producers, Weinstein has denied the accusations
and said any sexual encounters were consensual.
He has pleaded not guilty to the criminal charges
against him.

In an interview with Reuters during the Venice
Film Festival, where De Palma revisited his career
in a masterclass, the director spoke about sexual
misconduct in Hollywood, dealing with bad
reviews and adapting to changes. Below are edit-
ed excerpts of the interview.

Q: There is talk you are looking to revisit
the horror genre maybe with a take inspired by
the Harvey Weinstein scandal. Why that sub-
ject matter?

De Palma: “Because my years of working in
and out of Hollywood you were very aware of the
kind of abuse to women that was going on. And

being a director who directs women all the time
you are very sensitive in how they are treated in
the movie that you are making. So I was aware of
some of the things that were happening during
the Harvey Weinstein era and it is an interesting
story to tell, plus, I like the sort of suspense dra-
ma and I created a script that is sort of based on
some of the real cases reported in the New York
Times. But it is basically a suspense film using
that as the historical backdrop.

Q: Did the #MeToo movement need happen to
bring change?

De Palma: “It annoyed directors like myself and
others of my contemporaries because as direc-
tors you deal with actors all the time. And you
must engender their trust. And if you... take them
out to dinner or abuse them, it goes against what
you are trying to do to gain their trust in order for
them to be as free when they perform in their
movies. It is basically crazy and people who do it,
I always have felt are misusing their power.”

Q: You have had a feisty relationship with
some of the film press. Do you think some of that
was unjustified in the past?

De Palma: “You are always judged against the
fashion of the day so you can’t take it too seri-
ously. A lot of my films did not do well when they
came out and were not particularly reviewed well
and people are still talking about (them) today. At
the time it can be quite hurtful but if you outlive it
you will be surprised what remains important in
cinema over the years.”

Q: A number of your films in the 1980s had the
feistiness of Hollywood then. It seems those films
are now out of vogue.

De Palma: “It is a skill. Not only that, whatever
happened to beauty in cinema? When was the
last beautiful picture you saw where people were
lit beautifully? That means you have to sit or be in
a particular light and say your lines so that you
are hit a certain way like they did in the 1930s
and the 1940s. You don’t see that anymore.”

Q: What challenges have you faced as the
industry changed?

De Palma: “You try to do the best you can
but in the immortal words of (director) William
Wyler ‘Once your legs go it is time to hang up
your riding crop’ basically. It gets more difficult

to make movies if you physically have limita-
tions so if I get to make a couple more pictures,
great, but as you are heading into 80, i t
becomes quite a challenge.”— Reuters

A Minute with: Brian De Palma on horror, #MeToo and critics

US director Brian De
Palma signs autographs for

fans as he arrives for the
screening of the film

‘Marriage Story’ during the
76th Venice Film Festival at

Venice Lido. — AFP 

(From left) Jay Ryan, Jeremy Ray Taylor, Isaiah Mustafa, Chosen Jacobs, Jaeden Martell, Jack Dylan Grazer, James Ransone,
Sophia Lillis, Jessica Chastain, Bill Hader, Finn Wolfhard, Andy Bean, and Wyatt Oleff attend the Premiere of Warner Bros
Pictures’ ‘It Chapter Two’ at Regency Village Theatre. — AFP  photos

In this file photo director Andy Muschietti rides a bicycle on
the red carpet during the World premiere of ‘It Chapter Two’ at
the Regency Village theatre in Westwood, California. 

In this file photo a poster is seen on the red carpet ahead of
the World premiere of “It Chapter Two” at the Regency Village
theatre in Westwood, California.

Pennywise, the murderous clown who lurks in sew-
ers and feasts on terrified children, is perhaps the
most evil creation to ever emerge from the

warped mind of Stephen King. But the director of the
record-breaking, two-part film adaptation of “It” has
controversially claimed that King’s horrifying invention
shares a lot in common with a real-life figure-President
Donald Trump. “He does exactly what the clown does,
you know?” Andy Muschietti told AFP. “The clown is
trying to divide the ‘Losers’ all the time, to turn them
against them(selves) and make them weaker,” said the
Argentine director, referring to the nickname for the
group of pre-teen misfits who are the heroes of “It.”

“That’s how he conquers, he tries to conquer them
and destroy them.” Drawing parallels between high-
concept horror icons and the current White House
inhabitant is certain to shock many. But beyond the
killer clown’s gruesome theatrics, King’s novel is
already an exploration of the dark underbelly of small-
town America, said Muschietti, tackling sinister yet
tragically real themes such as spousal abuse and incest.
Movie sequel “It Chapter Two,” out Friday, covers the
concluding sections of the novel in which the children-
now grown up and enjoying successful lives elsewhere-
must return to their hometown to confront a resurgent
Pennywise.

It features a famous scene from the novel in which a
young gay man suffers a savage homophobic assault by
a local gang, which was based on a real-life incident in
Bangor, the town in the northeastern state of Maine
where King lives. While it was omitted from the popular
1990 TV mini-series adaptation, Muschietti said that
including the scene was crucial for making “a movie
that is connected to the times that we live in.”

“We live in a culture of fear, leaders that are trying
to divide people, to control us, to conquer us, and to
turn us against each other,” he said. The performance of
the first “It” movie at box offices in 2017 leaves no
doubt that the franchise resonates today with audi-
ences, more than three decades on from King’s novel.
The R-rated blockbuster took in a whopping $700 mil-
lion around the world to become the highest-grossing
horror film of all time. “Yeah, that was ridiculous!” said
Muschietti. “The first weekend was just insane ... it just
went through the roof.”

‘Different beast’ 
Of course, King could not have intended Muschietti’s

startling analogy back in 1986 — even if the outspoken
Trump critic did famously create a populist outsider who
shocks and bullies his way to the US presidency in his pre-
scient 1979 novel “The Dead Zone.” But according to
Muschietti, the horror master was nothing but supportive
of the direction of his film adaptations-to the point of mak-
ing a cameo appearance in the sequel. “He’s very respectful
of adaptations. It was I who actually reached out to him,”
said Muschietti, who showed King the sequel’s script ahead
of filming.

“I really wanted to include him at least from an opinion
standpoint. But he liked the first one so much and he liked
the script of the second one so much that he didn’t really
have much to change.”

It is a far cry from the famous rift between King and
Stanley Kubrick, who adapted his novel “The Shining” into
a 1980 movie widely seen as a genre masterpiece, but
reviled by its original author for its departures from his
plot. “That was a long time ago,” said Muschietti, adding:
“He felt insulted, but he’s changed so much since. “I think
he learnt to embrace the idea that the adaptation is a dif-
ferent beast.”

Bigger, longer, richer 
Muschietti said his own craftmanship has come a long

way from his 2013 breakthrough film “Mama,” which like “It
Chapter Two” was produced by his sister Barbara and
starred Jessica Chastain. “I learnt to relax a little more and
enjoy the process, which is something I didn’t do in my first
movie-understandably, I guess,” said Muschietti. Made for
around $20 million, “Mama” was no small fry, but still a
world away from Muschietti’s new film, which he says cost
between $60-$70 million.

Some are predicting even higher box office returns this
time around, potentially approaching the billion-dollar
mark, and Muschietti admits the pressure is on. “I don’t
want to think about that too much-I’d rather have low
expectations to start with,” he said, before conceding that
the nearly three-hour-long sequel is more ambitious in
scope. “It’s bigger. It’s a longer, richer story-it’s a little
more intense in every box... it’s a bit of a stab in the
heart.”— AFP

Dark comic: Bill
Hader on ‘Barry’
and ‘It 2’
For one of the funniest men in America, Bill Hader is

definitely drawn to darkness. Critics agree that the
“Saturday Night Live” alumnus steals the show in

horror blockbuster “It: Chapter 2,” out this Friday, while
his acclaimed HBO hitman comedy “Barry” is tipped to
win multiple Emmys once again next month. In both, the
in-demand star steers the mood rapidly from terrifying
brutality to hilarity and back again, often several times
within a single scene. “I’ve always been weirdly interested
in violence ... people’s inherent violence, which is kind of
what ‘Barry’ is about,” says Hader, who created and co-
wrote the show, as well as directing several episodes.

“It’s about a guy saying, ‘Well I can quit this’ and real-
izing ‘Oh, no, this is in me, and maybe it’s in most people.’”
The acclaimed series sees Hader’s former US Marine-
turned-hitman pursue his target into a Hollywood acting
class, where he quickly enrolls.  Its second season-which
earned a whopping 17 Emmy nominations-follows Barry’s
bid to swap contract killings for casting calls, an ambition
which is constantly thwarted by his own inner turmoil and
an assortment of larger-than-life mobsters. “You have to
have some levity because that’s just life,” says Hader.

“If there’s no humor in it then I don’t feel like it’s very
realistic, because life is very funny, you know? Life doesn’t
make a lot of sense.” It is a lesson Hader learned as a
teenager growing up in Oklahoma when he was in a bad
car accident-but remembers laughing with his sister on
the way to hospital. “I was 16, and we went through a
fence and hit a tree, and spun around ... I did something to
my foot and I hurt my neck,” said Hader. “And then this
drunk guy who was walking home just started directing
traffic around us-it was just super surreal ... He was yelling
at people and then when the cops came he took off run-
ning.”  “On the way to the hospital my sister and I were
just like, ‘Who the hell was that guy?’” 

‘A mask’ 
Those intense contradictions underline much of Hader’s

career. As a hugely popular cast member for eight years
on “SNL” he famously suffered severe anxiety live on air,
even as he reduced audiences to stitches. Having spent
years as a Hollywood production assistant on Arnold
Schwarzenegger and Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson films
before joining the venerated comedy show, Hader’s profile
rose substantially following his scene-stealing role as a
police officer in “Superbad” alongside regular collaborator
Seth Rogen.

Since leaving “SNL” in 2013 his star has risen further,
becoming one of the most sought-after funnymen in
Hollywood, and lending his voice to mainstream hits such
as “Toy Story 4” and “Finding Dory.” But in “It: Chapter 2”
Hader-a lifelong Stephen King fan-enjoyed flexing his dra-
matic muscles as well as bringing many of the laughs.

His character, the trash-talking Richie Tozier, is strug-
gling with a secret which is hinted to be his repressed
homosexuality-something which he seeks to deflect by
regularly cracking jokes. “I liked that Andy and I talked
about just giving the character something to play... it’s all
kind of a mask,” says Hader, referring to director Andy
Muschietti. In a separate interview with AFP, Muschietti
praised Hader’s “phenomenal” performance, while also
describing him as “one of the funniest guys on Earth.” But
Hader says he wants to focus more in the future on his
directing and writing, with writing on season three of
“Barry” due to begin later this month. The show will con-
tinue for “as long as we’re enjoying it,” he says, but admits
he is uncertain of its future direction. “We’ll have to figure
it out,” he says. “I don’t know what it is, but we’re gonna
figure it out.” — AFP

Trump, King and a $70m budget:
The making of ‘It Chapter Two’

In this file photo US actor Bill Hader arrives for the World pre-
miere of ‘It Chapter Two’ at the Regency Village theatre in
Westwood. — AFP photos

In this file photo posters are shown on the red carpet ahead of
the World premiere of ìIt Chapter Twoî at the Regency Village
theatre in Westwood.

Greek-born French director Costa-Gavras
has been recognized for his “particularly
original contribution to innovation in con-

temporary cinema” at the Venice Film Festival,
where the Oscar winner also presented his new
movie about the Greek debt crisis. The 86-year-old
filmmaker, known for “Z” and “Missing”, was pre-
sented with the Jaeger-LeCoultre Glory to the
Filmmaker award late on Saturday.

While in Venice, he also presented “Adults in the
Room”, which is adapted from the book by former
Greek finance minister Yanis Varoufakis and follows
Greece’s bailout negotiations in 2015. “There’s a lot
of muddled politics in Europe, it has to clear itself up
one day, not in the way it’s been clearing itself up
over the past few years,” Costa-Gravas told a news
conference, citing concerns over rising populism. “I
hope that all of that will change.”—Reuters

Rockin ‘n’ rollin on Mars:
Rolling Stones have space
rock named after them

The Rolling Stones have rocked stages around the
world in their more than 50-year career. But now
their influence has gone into space after NASA’s

Mars InSight Mission named a rock on the planet after the
band. Slightly larger than a golf ball, the “Rolling Stones
Rock” is said to have rolled some 3 feet (1 metre), spurred
by the InSight spacecraft’s thrusters during touchdown on
Mars in November, NASA said.

“In images taken by InSight the next day, several divots
in the orange-red soil can be seen trailing Rolling Stones
Rock,” it said. “It’s the farthest NASA has seen a rock roll
while landing a spacecraft on another planet.” Hollywood
actor Robert Downey Jr. announced the name as Mick
Jagger, Keith Richards, Ronnie Wood and Charlie Watts
were about to perform on Thursday night at Pasadena’s
Rose Bowl Stadium, close to NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory.—Reuters

Director 
Costa-Gavras
honored in Venice

French Greek director Costa-Gavras arrives for the
screening of the film ‘Adults in the Room’ presented out
of competition, and to the JLC Glory To The Filmmaker
Award. — AFP


